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SIFER 2017: Firm foothold for Corkelast® ERS in France
The exhibition SIFER 2017 offered a perfect opportunity
to strengthen business contacts and to celebrate our firm
foothold of the Corkelast® ERS rail fastening solution in the
French market. This conclusion was drawn at the end of the
exhibition, which took place from 21 to 23 March in Lille,
France.
One of the highlights was the official approval of SNCF for the
edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System) for heavy
rail and high speed traffic classes which was confirmed just before
the exhibition. In presence of SNCF delegates this important
achievement was celebrated on Wednesday the 22nd with a glass
of champagne at the exhibition stand.
Moreover, the exhibition provided opportunities to strengthen existing business contacts in France and Magreb but also generated
many new contacts, attracted by the opportunities the SNCF
homologation offers and the Application Engineering service that
comes with it.
We are looking forward to the next edition of SIFER.

Site visit Uithof line:
interest in our multi-disciplinary project approach
On the 9th and 21st of March edilon)(sedra organised site visits to the 8 km Uithof line project in Utrecht for a
group of interested stakeholders. The visitors, who traveled from all over the world to see this appealing project,
showed sincere interest in our innovative and multi-disciplinary project approach and the complete range of different edilon)(sedra embedded rail system constructions that are installed.
edilon)(sedra is responsible for the engineering, delivery and installation of Corkelast® embedded rail systems for 7 kms of the
new Uithof line. The Uithof line is a new tram line from Utrecht Central Station to Utrecht Science Park De Uithof, which will become operational by mid-2018. In close co-operation with the Uithof Line project main contractor partners, BAM and Arcadis,
different types of edilon)(sedra Corkelast® embedded rail system construction methods are used to install the appointed track
sections. Several of which are executed with concrete, steel channels, or with concrete slabs. Indeed, both top-down and
bottom-up installation methods were applied.
The new tram line is planned to accommodate Utrecht’s rapidly increasing population. The number of people using public
transport in Utrecht is expected to increase by 5% per year. During the past years edilon)(sedra has replaced various parts of a
second Utrecht tram line from Utrecht Central Station to IJsselstein/Nieuwegein.

Inspection of the installation of an edilon)(sedra embedded rail system
during the Uithof line site visit on 9 March
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First Corkelast® LCS level crossing installed in the UK
During the weekend of 11 and 12 March 2017 edilon)(sedra installed
its first Corkelast® LCS (Level Crossing System) in Tenterden,
United Kingdom.
As part of the edilon)(sedra expansion and growth, we’re excited to inform
you about our first Corkelast® LCS installed in the UK. The installation of the
level crossing for the client “Kent and East Sussex Railway” is an important
step in the process of becoming an approved supplier to the UK railway market. The edilon)(sedra scope of work included the engineering, the delivery of
materials and equipment and the installation of the track.
edilon)(sedra Corkelast® LCS is a safe and virtually maintenance free level
crossing system for heavily congested (national) roads and other heavy traffic
situations. The system is easy to install, has no mechanical fasteners and
is completely waterproof. Furthermore it combines the powerful features of
edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System) with edilon)(sedra prefabricated slab tracks. The economic favourable channel design and optimally
engineered thickness of the slab result in an affordable level crossing solution
with a low Life Cycle Cost balance.

Installation of edilon)(sedra Corkelast® LCS in Tenterden (Kent, UK)

edilon)(sedra at IAF Munster: engineering the future!
We are looking forward to meet you at stand S/500 Hall South of the IAF exhibition, which will take place from the 30th
of May until the 1st of June in Munster, Germany.
We would be delighted to give you a warm welcome and inform you about our latest developments in rail track technology and
projects in Germany and indeed all around the world. Our IAF stand is centred around a number of themes. We would like to take this
opportunity to explain the themes.
ERS - Launch of ‘Complete Manual Embedded Rail Systems on Bridges’
We are excited to present you our new ‘Complete Manual Embedded Rail Systems on Bridges’.
This 40 page handbook attempts to build a conduit between the diversity of challenges faced when
designing railway bridges and the solutions that ERS Embedded Rail System provides in practice.

25 years

For more information about the handbook, which will be available in German, English and Dutch,
please contact us at info@edilonsedra.com or visit our stand S/500!
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- for
In production
street tracks
Patent
of railwaydesigned for optimal durability
material out
of recycled material
Railway
transportation
is an indispensable part of modern society, which has to meet environmental
regulations for noise and vibrations. edilon)(sedra SDS (Sound Damping System) fits perfectly into these
requirements. edilon)(sedra as inventors of filler block systems, developed this cost effective track form
for tramway applications.

25 years anniversary
Inventors of recycled
rubber filler blocks
for light rail tracks

1990 - 2015

In order to increase the isolation property of the filler block systems and rail
encapsulation systems, the effective joint sealant material edilon)(sedra Jointelast STP can be combined. Jointelast STP is a highly elastic polymer-based
sealant that is ideal for sealing joints in the areas of road and track construction as it adheres to steel, asphalt and concrete and it can absorb dynamic
and static loads.
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For more information about edilon)(sedra SDS, or edilon)(sedra Jointelast STP and its diverse applications like the 7.5 km Luas Cross
25 years
anniversary
City tram line in Dublin,
Ireland and
the 80 km Education City people mover in Doha, Qatar please visit our stand S/500!
1990 - 2015

Inventors of recycled

EBS – Future-proof
ballastless
rubber
filler blocks rail system for metro Bucharest
® rail tracks
for light
edilon)(sedra Corkelast
EBS-MS (Embedded Block System) was chosen by Metrorex (the Bucharest Metro Authority) for their new
Metro Line 5 as it provides a watertight system with optimal electrical isolation and requires virtually no maintenance. The complete
system design, switch bearers and guiderail blocks were performed by edilon)(sedra Application Engineering in close co-operation
with the client. A thorough study on noise and vibration effects with Slab Track Mats has been performed by the German consultant
company I.B.U. in Essen, specialized in the field of noise and vibration effects.
Curious about the impact? Please visit our stand S/500! We would be delighted to inform you about our Corkelast® EBS system and
the Metrorex project.
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Trams run easier and safer in Dublin
edilon)(sedra complements the rail fastening system for the new 7.5 km Luas Cross City tram line in Dublin with the supply
of high elastic rail joint sealant, Jointelast STP-25. Luas Cross City is one of the largest capital investment projects being
undertaken by the Irish government at the moment and will connect the existing red and green lines to make travelling across
Dublin city easier and safer.
Following the successful -trial- installation of STP-25 on Dublin’s Rosie Hackett Bridge (now known as the Marlborough bridge), this rail joint
sealant was chosen again for the street running sections of the new tram line.
The 2 component elastomeric STP-25 is used to fill out the void that often is created to accommodate for a certain distance between the
railhead and the streets surface. This distance prevents the, wider than the rail, tram wheel hitting asphalt pavement or other kinds of stone
like street finish. Wheel (and street) damage is avoided and thus delay of expensive maintenance sequences is achieved.
Another function of STP-25 is sealing of the rail supporting
system that is placed around and beneath the rail. By its
excellent bonding properties and non-temperature sensitivity
it provides for a durable and watertight sealant between the
rail and the top surface of the street. Therewith it protects the
rail fastening from corrosion or water ingress. The latter might
cause electrical insulation problems that must be avoided.
STP-25 is self-levelling and not sensitive to moist. This makes
installation very easy where the use of primer can be left out
in most cases. Yet another advantage of this fine rail joint
sealant product that can be used to improve a wide range of
fastening systems. The Luas Cross City tram line is scheduled to start operating before the end of 2017 at which stage the ‘missing link’ in
the Luas network will be completed and a new fast and reliable modern transport system will be available.
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